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The CRIVE
Crive sets a trail for Hash 19-7.

HARE   Crive 

GM  Crive 

RA  Go Round Again 

Venue  Bang Rak 

HashRun       789 

Virgins 0 

Spies 2 

 Hash Shit  Froggie

19-7
19 - 7
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First things first. What was the score? 19 something to 
England……………7?
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Good Hash with 34 in attendance .

Despite the best efforts of the roads dept. and some shitty overnight weather 
34 of the great and good made their way to pay homage to our Glorious Master 
who bravely laid a three beach trail for the Rambos to look for the customary 
cupful of paper but getting to the nicely prepped Laager site was an effort in 

itself. Parts of the road resembled something from the Battle of the Somme as 
we ploughed our way through the waist high mud courtesy of the Samui roads 
department’s last minute decision to lay concrete in the middle of a monsoon.

The money grabber of the day was Wee Yin due to Leopard Piss having an 
urgent meeting with a case of Leo at a bar in Tom Kraut where he and Kiwis 

Russell Crowe and Glad I Ate Her were planted in front of the telly watching 30 
big burly fuckers chase an odd shaped ball round a field, Thais call it 

“LUGBY.”  19-7 if you are still wondering.
Meanwhile we lesser mortals were instructed by Major Cockstand to go forth 

and find his well placed trail and be quick about it.
First we hit the beach and much to the amusement of some tourists 

( remember them ) we plodded doggedly along and onto the first check and as 
there were no palm fronds the Hare had used his imagination and employed a 

couple of toothpicks with 2 strips of paper….very cunning. We started 
climbing and eventually emerged to a spectacular ocean view and descended 
via a concrete staircase which was still in construction so we stepped nimbly 
and avoided the wet bits and the builder and come to beach 2, good so far and 

it looked to my well trained eye that Crive had a co-conspiritor as there 
seemed to be proper paper…this was getting better, another check had us in a 

dither for a few moments but eventually the clarion call was heard and we 
continued. A little further on and with a bit of Nannying we were on the final 
assault and having been out for an hour and 15 minutes we all deserved a 
goodly scoop while we waited for 5 stragglers who pitched up puffing and 
panting just in time to hear the whistle blow for judgement day. Returnee 

Froggie donned the ceremonial Lavvy seat and along with a clearly nervous 
Hare awaited the verdict, there was never any doubt really and Crive breathed 

a sigh of relief as a roar went cup for Great Hash.
By this time the result from Yokahama had cheered up most of the 

congregation (19-7) and we welcomed two Austrian Virgins namely Herta and 
Vilfrid who put in a solid performance and will no doubt be with us again 

soonly.
Trail spies stepped in and Chastitty blew the whistle on Wee Yin, Lack Of 

Nooky and Banana Straightener for crimes on the trail. While No Balls had the 
nerve to castigate Dirty Digger, Go Round Again, Woodpecker, Big Yin and the 

Hare General Nuisance and the result was that Hare met ice.
As the tinnies were disappearing down throats the behaviour was becoming 

becoming of our Hash with a great deal of verbal garbage being tossed around 
and at one point D.F.L. was placed on the bucket, but only for a moment as the 
accuser, Wee Yin, was found to have testified falsely and so replaced him on 

the cold stuff .
Returnees Froggie and Dirty Digger were welcomed back to the fold just 

before No name Peter donned the Hash Crash Bunnet, he looked very pleased 
with it but shortly after had to remove it and kneel before R.A. Go round Again 
to accept his new title which after some short discussion came down to Fuckin 

Crook or Mr. Bean but decorum won the day so he will now be able to 
introduce himself at the various soirees he attends as “Mr, Bean”.
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Go Round Again was presented with 
the Ball and Chain as F.R.B. although 
he admitted to having taken a wrong 

turning and doing part of the Wankers 
trail.

Next week Banana Bender has the 
pleasure of hosting us in Taling Nahm 
with promises of a flat trail for some of 

us. We shall see.
Circle Closed.

ON ON,
TRASHER
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